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It's a glove fire I like it to cause it cheap (it only cost me $2 gloves and a flashlight) and the easy build I had about an hour to build to build it you only need basic knowledge of watering. The necessary tools/materials are. 1solder 2 hot glue gun (glue of course)3 glove (I use texting gloves for the reason they stretch, to fit my hand)4 cheap LED flashlight (try to find one where you can screw the top to get
light)5 (optional) button (I used one flashlight)6 needle-nosed pliers and some extra wire does not hurt 7 wire stripers 8 9 volt battery and hookup it Ok so now you have all the tools we need to dissect the flashlight. Turn the top and pull out the light pliers (don't break the wires coming out of the light) then take off the silver pipe thing, so you just have the lamps. If the wires are still connected to the light, they
glue hot when they are disconnected, then back to watering them and then with hot glue. Now that you have a light, pull the flashlight open and pull the button off. I took some extra wire and wrapped the uncovered end around a metal piece on one side. Now hot glue it in place make sure it is packed tight so that no hot glue can be between wire and metal because it doesn't work when it's not working. Next
watering the other end of the wire button. Your button is now ready Now you have a light, button and battery. Take the red wire coming out of the battery and twist it into the wire coming out of the button and take the red wire coming out of the light and twist it with another wire coming out of the button to finally take the black cord coming out of the light and twist it into the black wire coming out of the
battery. Press the button to see if it lights up when it happens, then go to the next step. If that doesn't happen, re-read the last steps. Now here in this part is where you have to choose. You can put it on a shirt as an arch reactor or put it on your gloves. I went with the glove. Now put your glove on and put everything where you want it to look like it (don't glue anything yet). If you have a lot of wires hanging
everywhere to clip them and re wire it. Now glue it in place. Glue the battery for the first reason, it's the hardest then the glue button I put it on the right side of my first finger. Now glue light in the middle of the palm of your hand. Now take your second glove because they're coming in pairs. And cut your fingers off these gloves so now they have game gloves then cut around the hole where the light is on
your other glove and glue it one over the other. I hope you like it and please also vote leave a comment. Thanks. Participated in the wearable Tech Contest iron man! Who doesn't want to be Iron Man for at least a day? ... but it's a hard act to follow and good Iron Man costumes are hard to come by and maybe you want something a little more custom. So, if it's Halloween, a new movie opening or just a
Saturday afternoon of niiing On the lawn, this handy guide guide will help you find creative ways to live your Tony Stark-fueled fantasies. Marvel Entertainment (MVL) is a potential blockbuster on its hands this weekend with the release of Iron Man. While most Wall Street analysts are projecting about $50 million for the maximum opening weekend film, the buzz around Hollywood is that the numbers could
come in at more than $70 million. If that happens, there might be some good near-term side in the warehouse. Investors buying Marvel today have two upcoming catalysts appearing on the same day, May 5. Marvel Needs Iron Man to Make Some Heavy Lifting var config = new Array (); config&lt;BRACKET&gt;videoId&lt;/BRACKET&gt; = 1519670871; config&lt;BRACKET&gt;playerTag&lt;/BRACKET&gt;
=TSCM Hidden Video Player; config&lt;BRACKET&gt;autoStart&lt;/BRACKET&gt; = false; config&lt;BRACKET&gt;preloadBackColor&lt;/BRACKET&gt; = #FFFFFF; config&lt;BRACKET&gt;useOverlayMenu&lt;/BRACKET&gt; = false; config&lt;BRACKET&gt;width&lt;/BRACKET&gt; = 265; config&lt;BRACKET&gt;height&lt;/BRACKET&gt; = 255; config&lt;BRACKET&gt;playerId&lt;/BRACKET&gt; =
1243645856; createExperience(config, 8); That's when the opening weekend numbers for Iron Man are released, and when the company reported earnings. Marvel has won analyst estimates of seven of its last eight quarters - not just beating the average estimate, but by high rating as well, according to Thomson Financial. A decent amount of skepticism hangs around Marvel's stock today. Some analysts
and investors wonder whether the company's growth has peaked, given that Spider-Man and X-Men characters have already milked three movie pieces. Strong Iron Man shows would help silence these critics. The movie stars Robert Downey Jr. as the title superhero with Gwyneth Paltrow; it is directed by Jon Favreau (Elf, Swingers). A strong showing also could provide a huge boost to Marvel's revenue.
This is the first of 10 movies that Marvel is funding itself. It creates more risks, but it also allows for very high profits if movies prove successful. Previously, the company licensed out its characters to movie studios (eg Sony (SNE) - Get Report on Spider-Man) and lost out a lot of good. (Sequels already released in Marvel movies, such as Spider-Man and The X-Men, will continue to be licensed outside
studios in the future.) Banking big open influential Los Angeles Times entertainment writer John Horn recently wrote that tracking numbers for Iron Man suggest that it could be one of the summer's top hits. He was referring to rival studio executive sources who have seen tracking numbers - based on consumer surveys that measure the film's interest from people who have seen the movie in the trailer.
Don't be surprised if it takes as much as $70 million at the opening weekend, Horn wrote. The Hollywood Stock Exchange, which operates a virtual stock market that tracks expectations for movies, shows Iron Man is expected to gross $214 million, which refers to a $70 million opening. One Facing stock: Even if Iron Man is a hit, many are waiting for another release, The Incredible Hulk, that will have
problems. The issue is that the film has been released just five years after a separate Ang-Lee-directed version of the film disappointed (just $132 million in the U.S. box). All of which makes Marvel a little weird. Last year, about 25% of Marvel's revenue came from its slow-growing publishing business, which controls 50% of the North American comic market (followed by DC Comics at 35%). It's a great
business, but it lacks the ability to get investors excited about the stock. The rest of Marvel's profits come from its high-margin licensing business -- which collects royalties from sales of toys, video games and consumer goods made by the likes of Hasbro (HAS) - Get Report, Sega & Johnson &amp; Johnson (JNJ) - Get Report. It's a very strong business, but critics in store say Marvel's future success here
depends on turning Iron Man and the Hulk characters into the next stars that X-Men and Spider-Man have become. Wall Street View Using Wall Street consensus earnings estimates over the next five years, Marvel's stock (about $29) looks cheap just 17 times ahead for EPS, given the 18% annual EPS growth analysts expect over the next five years. By applying a discounted cash flow model to consensus
estimates, I believe that the stock is worth $34. Another $1 or so upside down may be on offer if Iron Man comes in with more than $70 million in its opening weekend. The downside to the story, of course, is that Iron Man, the Hulk and all the other upcoming films - such as Thor, Captain America and Nick Fury - will end up busting. Spider-Man 4 is likely to come out in either 2009 or 2010, and certainly
provides a nice bit of growth (though Marvel is once again not capturing movie profits from it, only for license fees, because the film is funded through a Sony joint venture). Investors are already getting excited about Marvel's stock of late, but there is still some skepticism, says Drew Crum, an analyst at Stifel Nicolaus, who rates the stock buy. The pay-per-view ratio becomes less compelling before a
movie, when the stock is over $30, he says. When the film opens for the weekend, the stock is probably going to be weak. Crum estimates that $150 million in U.S. box office receipts translates into about $65 million in gross film profits, excluding toy and merchandise sales related to the film, which could add another $10 million and $20 million in profits. Each additional $25 million at the U.S. box office
translates into an additional $50 million in profit over movie life, or about $1 to $2 million per share, Crum says. The film production business is so compelling because much of the movie's costs are fixed, so higher box office revenue creates serious consequences. Another concern circulating among analysts is how Take-Two Interactive's (TTWO) – Get ReportGrand Theft Video GAME IV can affect Iron
Man's box office receipts. The game will be released this week, ahead of the opening weekend of Iron Man. It's an interesting competitive entertainment choice for audiences, says Janco Partners analyst Mike Hickey, who rates the Marvel market to perform. It seems GTA will likely capture at least part of the Iron Man audience. Paul Dergarabedian, president of Media Numbers, a box office tracking
company, disagrees. Iron Man is a strong appeal to gamers and techies who are big pieces of the audience for the film, he says. They have time for the weekend. They play GTA 4 and see Iron Man. He hopes the film will open somewhere between $65 million and $100 million in the opening week range he hears. Another positive for Iron Man: The film is opening at the same time of the year as last year's
record-breaking opening weekend of Spider-Man 3, which took in $150 million in its first weekend. In conclusion: If you believe in Iron Man, buy stock. If not, wait by the side. Aside.
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